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It’s May—springtime in Pakistan’s Hindu Kush Mountains.
But high up on gravel-strewn slopes,
where only the hardiest plants grow,
snowflakes still dance in the icy wind.
Inside a den, week-old snow leopard cubs—
a brother and sister—
wait for their mother’s return.

While his sister yowls to be fed, the male peeks outside
with newly opened eyes, spies the snowflakes,
and crawls out to explore.
Suddenly a golden eagle swoops down, with talons thrust out.
The mother snow leopard arrives just in time.
Growling and swatting, she drives the eagle away.
Then she picks up the cub in gentle jaws
and carries him into the den.
So the little male learns his first lesson.
Outside the den, it’s a dangerous world.

Five weeks old and nearly double his birth weight,
the little male is a fuzzy ball of muscle and curiosity.
He sneaks up on the twitching tip of his mother’s long tail.
Then his sister pounces on him.
The pair tumbles, swatting and biting whatever they can reach.
This way they build strong muscles and practice hunting skills.
Mother ends the training session with tongue licks.
When she flops down, the cubs snuggle against her
to nurse and nap.

At two months old, the cubs are nearly five times their birth weight.
They’re shedding baby teeth for adult teeth—all pointed and sharp.
One day their mother arrives, dragging an ibex she’s killed.
The pair attack this prey, biting the ears—the only part
thin enough to fit in their young mouths.
Mother tears open the belly, and the cubs nose in,
discovering the smell and taste
of what they’ll one day catch for themselves—
if they learn their lessons.
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